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Background: 
The Quantum Sound Therapy (QST) process was informally evaluated in this study. QST involves taking a 15 
second sample of the voice, analyzing it using a proprietary algorithm and delivering a 32 minute session of 
sound frequencies specifically designed to release deep stress from the Subtle energy field and restore 
balance to the emotional, mental and causal body. The balancing sound frequencies or tones were 
delivered through the Theta Love iQube which is a quantum energy instrument based on 3 miracoils, inert 
noble gases, light, sound frequencies and sacred geometry. The client holds an external Quantum Sound 
Therapy miracoil during the quantum sound therapy session. The Chakra Balancing iQube is reported to 
stimulate and balance the body’s human biofield energy systems and create a feeling of well being as well 
as an increase physical and emotional energy. Voice analysis is used to produce customized healing tones 
for each subject.  Further, the major systems of the body can benefit from the the healing energy of the 
iQube.  Based on the results of this small pilot study, many of these claims were proven to be correct.

GDVsource measured a small group of 4 subjects who were participating in the ACEP Energy Psychology 
Conference in the Exhibition Hall in Reston, VA.

GDV Measurement Procedure:
A Gas Discharge Visualization (GDV) Electrophotonic kirlian camera was used to capture the images.  The 
fingertips of all subjects were captured one finger at a time, beginning with the right thumb without a 
cellophane filter over the lens. This reading provided information about the psycho-emotional energy 
information.  Perspiration and oils, which are a nervous system response, were not blocked by through the 
use of a filter.

The filter was then placed on the lens to capture the physical energy response.  The capture of the ten 
fingers was repeated.  The captures were then calculated in a proprietary suite of software programs for 
numerous measurements including intensity, form coefficient, entropy, integral area, and activation 
coefficient, to name a few.  The results were then evaluated in the three primary diagnostic programs: GDV 
Diagram, GDV Energy Field, and GDV Chakra.

Subject 1: female – 56 years-old;  Occupation:  CEO, Master Acupuncturist & Colorpuncturist
Subject 2: female - 42 years-old;  Occupation:  Registered Nurse & Master Acupuncturist & Colorpuncturist
Subject 3: female – 56 years-old;  Occupation:  Retired School Principal 
Subject 4: female - 52 years-old;  Occupation:  Energy HealerGDVsource 2013  |  Cinnaminson NJ                 www.GDVsource.com  |  856.829.0992 2



Below are some general guidelines for reading the scans:

Guidelines For Reading GDV Programs
All of the programs show the collective energetic emissions surrounding the 10 fingertips. Each finger 
relates to a sector or system of the body, based on years of research. The measured data is then 
displayed through various software programs in the GDV software package.

GDV Diagram:
This program measures the overall emission strength in each of the general organ systems. The left side 
relates to the past and long-standing issues as well as the right brain, and the right side relates to the 
present day and the left brain. The emotional (without filter) and the physical (with filter) circles should be 
as close together as possible. Gaps between the physical and emotional circles indicate a potential 
conflict. The letter “A” in the center of the picture is for the anxiety level. Between 2-4 is a normal stress 
level. All levels in the green area are normal energy, pink ring is deficient energy, and gold is hyper-
energy. Generally, the physical energy is stronger than the emotional energy.
The Area is the total amount of emissions, and Symmetry is the left to right side  energy balance.

GDV Energy Field:
The Energy fields show the collective measurements of the energy surrounding the fingertips as they are 
physically located on the body. The measurement “without filter” shows the emotional state of the person 
and “with filter” shows the physical state. The emission should be even around the entire body; gaps 
indicate low energy in that area, and spikes show excessive energy.

GDV Virtual Chakra:
The Chakra program provides a deeper interpretation of the emotional priorities of the subject, and is 
calculated without the filter. Perfect alignment occurs with all of the large spheres in alignment on the 
centerline. Perfect alignment means merely that the subject is satisfied with where they are at emotionally 
in life. Smaller spheres indicate low energy centers. Chakra spheres skewed to the left side of the body 
picture relate to focusing the emotional energy towards self, or  inner circle.  The spheres skewed to the 
right side of the body picture indicate focusing the emotional energy towards the outer circle, or 
community.
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GDV Testing Summary (refer to the attached Biofield Scans for specific details)
SUBJECT #1

GDV Diagram (Before iQube)
 Activation Coefficient (AC) or Stress Level)) =  3.24
 Integral Area (JS)(Left to Right Laterality)  = .12 (Left); .17 (Right) 
 Conflicts between physical and emotional on the left indicate =        

Emotional  energy low in liver, thoracic, immune system, (boundaries), & thyroid.
Physical energy low in the left kidney,  liver, rectum, jaw, throat & uro-genital, &hypophysis.  
 Conflicts between physical and emotional on the right indicate =

Emotional energy low  in the spleen & the duodenum.       
Physical energy high in the jaw, throat, sacrum, lumbar, liver & right kidney

GDV Diagram (After iQube)
 Activation Coefficient = 2.30 
 Integral Area = .49 (Left); .49 (Right) 
 Conflicts between physical and emotional on the left indicate =

Emotional  energy still high in the mammary/respiratory, rectum, left jaw & throat.
Physical energy still high in the throat, jaw, rectum & kidney (urogenital and liver improved) .
Conflicts between physical and emotional on the right indicate =

Emotional energy lower in the thoracic spine, spleen & appendix.
Physical energy higher in the throat, jaw, blind gut & liver, but lower in the sacrum, lumbar, & right 

kidney

The issues that were effected  by the iQube  were: 
The emotional energy became more balanced and the higher spikes (unbalanced) physical energy 
decreased.

Based on the GDV Diagram readings, the Activation Coefficient (STRESS LEVEL) decreased significantly, and 
the laterality (left-right brain balance) improved. 
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Before iQube
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After iQube 
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GDV Energy Fields (Before & After iQube)

CAMERA BEFORE 
iQube

AFTER 
iQube

Energy Levels

Without filter Area = 19,379
Symmetry = 92%

Area = 21,883
Symmetry = 93% 

Emotional Area
Symmetry

With filter Area = 25,662
Symmetry = 94%

Area = 24,410
Symmetry = 93%

Physical Area
& Symmetry
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Before iQube

After iQube

Emotional Energy

Emotional Energy

Physical Energy

Physical Energy



GDV Chakra (Before iQube)
Chakras 3 & 5 are moving towards community; desire to speak to others.

GDV Chakra (After iQube) 
The Chakras show better alignment and energy.
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GDV Testing Summary (refer to the attached Biofield Scans for specific details)
SUBJECT # 2 *  The subject’s long fingernails produced false readings in the coronary & cerebral vessels. 

GDV Diagram (Before iQube)
 Activation Coefficient (AC) or Stress Level)) =  4.57
 Integral Area (JS)(Left to Right Laterality)  = -.20 (Left); .02 (Right) 
 Conflicts between physical and emotional on the left indicate = 

Emotional energy low in the coronary vessels, spleen, epiphysis (pineal), nervous system & sacrum, 
and high in the rectum.
Physical energy high (inflammation) in the coronary vessels, cerebral vessels, rectum & throat, 
& left kidney.
 Conflicts between physical and emotional on the right indicate =

Emotional energy high in the epiphysis & right jaw, low in the hypophysis (pituitary).
Physical energy high in throat, right jaw, blind gut, right kidney, uro-genital & sacrum.

GDV Diagram (After iQube)
 Activation Coefficient = 3.22
 Integral Area = .59 (Left); .64 (Right) 
 Conflicts between physical and emotional on the left indicate =

Emotional energy low in the hypophysis, cerebral vessels & the right part of the heart, high in the 
throat, and left kidney. 
Physical energy high (inflammation) in the left jaw, throat, rectum, liver, left kidney, cervical 
spine, thyroid, and sacrum.
 Conflicts between physical and emotional on the right indicate =

Emotional  energy higher overall, but better balance with the physical.
Physical energy higher in the epiphysis  & uro-genital, lower in the cerebral vessels.

The issues that were effected by the iQube session: 
Based on the GDV Diagram readings, the Activation Coefficient (STRESS LEVEL) decreased significantly, and  
laterality improved. Energy levels showed a decrease in stress in the cerebral and coronary vessels, which 
may have to be ignored due to the long fingernails.
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Before  iQube
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After iQube
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GDV Energy Fields (Before & After iQube)

CAMERA BEFORE 
iQube

AFTER
iQube

Energy

Without filter Area = 17,025
Symmetry = 88%

Area =19,254
Symmetry = 93% 

Emotional Area
Symmetry

With filter Area = 23,662
Symmetry = 94%

Area = 25,230
Symmetry = 94%

Physical Area
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Before iQube

After iQube

Emotional Energy

Emotional Energy

Physical Energy

Physical Energy



GDV Chakra (Before iQube)
Zig-zag pattern of Chakras indicates high stress state. Chakra #7 shows subject trying to gather information from 
other sources.

GDV Chakra 
(After iQube)
Chakras more aligned.
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GDV Testing Summary (refer to the attached Biofield Scans for specific details)
SUBJECT #3 

GDV Diagram (Before iQube)
 Activation Coefficient (AC) or Stress Level)) =  2.44
 Integral Area (JS)(Left to Right Laterality)  = .39 (Left); .40 (Right) 
 Conflicts between physical and emotional on the left indicate =        

Emotional energy high in the throat, liver & sacrum, low in the pituitary and thyroid.
Physical energy high in throat, liver & sacrum.     
 Conflicts between physical and emotional on the right indicate =

Emotional  energy low in the hypothalamus, sacrum, liver & kidney.        
Physical energy high in the hypothalamus, sacrum, liver, kidney, throat, blind gut, & nervous system.

GDV Diagram (After iQube)
 Activation Coefficient = 2.13 
 Integral Area = .68 (Left); .53 (Right) 
 Conflicts between physical and emotional on the left indicate =

Emotional  energy high in the throat, liver & sacrum.
Physical energy high in the throat, liver, sacrum & spleen.
 Conflicts between physical and emotional on the right indicate =

Emotional energy high in the mammary, throat & kidney.         
Physical energy high in the throat, spleen, sacrum & lumbar.

The issues that were improved by the iQube swim were: 

Based on the readings of the GDV Diagram, the Activation Coefficient decreased, and the laterality 
became slightly less balanced.  Emotional and physical energy became more balanced in all systems with 
the exception of the throat and sacrum.
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Before iQube
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After iQube
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GDV Energy Fields (Before & After iQube)

CAMERA BEFORE 
iQube 

AFTER 
iQube 

Energy

Without filter Area = 19,008
Symmetry = 91%

Area = 19,916
Symmetry = 93% 

Emotional Area
Symmetry

With filter Area = 22,407 
Symmetry = 93%

Area = 21,519 
Symmetry = 94%

Physical Area
Symmetry
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Before iQube

After iQube

Emotional Energy

Emotional Energy

Physical Energy

Physical Energy



GDV Chakra (Before iQube) 
All chakras aligned.

GDV Chakra (After iQube) 
All chakras still aligned.
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GDV Testing Summary (refer to the attached Biofield Scans for specific details)
SUBJECT #4 – Subject was very sensitive to the energy of the conference in general. 

GDV Diagram (Before iQube)
 Activation Coefficient (AC) or Stress Level)) =  2.86
 Integral Area (JS)(Left to Right Laterality)  = .06 (Left); -.05 (Right) 
 Conflicts between physical and emotional on the left indicate =        

Emotional  energy high in the left jaw and mammary/respiratory system, low in the coronary vessels &         
right part of the heart.

Physical energy high in the left jaw, throat, rectum, liver & left kidney.
 Conflicts between physical and emotional on the right indicate =

Emotional energy high in the right jaw, throat, & blind gut.
Physical energy high in the the right jaw, throat, blind gut, & right kidney

GDV Diagram (After iQube)
 Activation Coefficient = 2.48 
 Integral Area = .28 (Left); .22 (Right) 
 Conflicts between physical and emotional on the left indicate =

Emotional energy lower in the left throat, spleen, & right part of the heart. 
Physical energy high in the rectum, left kidney, & throat.
 Conflicts between physical and emotional on the right indicate =

Emotional  energy lower in the right jaw and more balanced with the physical overall.         
Physical energy high in the the right jaw, right kidney & liver.

The issues that were effected by the iQube session were: 
Based on the readings of the GDV Diagram, the Activation Coefficient (Stress level) decreased
and the laterality improved.
Energy readings improved in the jaw & the liver (emotionally).
The subject was extremely sensitive to surrounding energy, including a 10 foot pyramid which was in the 
exhibit hall.
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Before iQube
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After  iQube
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GDV Energy Fields (Before & After iQube)

CAMERA BEFORE
iQube

AFTER
iQube 

Energy

Without filter Area = 22,051
Symmetry = 91%

Area = 19,201
Symmetry = 92% 

Emotional Area

With filter Area = 24,279 
Symmetry = 91%

Area = 22,036
Symmetry = 91%

Physical Area
Symmetry 
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Before iQube

After iQube

Emotional Energy Physical Energy

Emotional Energy Physical Energy



GDV Chakra (Before iQube)
Chakra #3 (towards inner circle).

GDV Chakra (After iQube) Chakras shifting as healing changes take place.  Subject 
using her intuition, but talking about herself to others.
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GDV Camera Calibration Data:
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Final Analysis Summary Chart

SUBJECT AGE 
STRESS
LEVEL
(AC)

LATERALITY
(BRAIN BALANCE)

EMOTIONAL
ENERGY

PHYSICAL 
ENERGY

CHAKRA
ENERGY OVERALL

CHANGE

#1 56
LOWER BETTER

BETTER 
BALANCE ALL BETTER

#2 43
LOWER BETTER

CHAKRAS
NOW

BALANCED
BETTER

#3 59

LOWER BETTER

CHAKRAS STILL 
BALANCED BETTER

#4 47
LOWER BETTER

SHIFTING
THROUGH 
CHANGES

BETTER; 
ENERGY 

DROPPED BUT 
SO DID STRESS;

OTHER 
VARIABLES 

CONSIDERED
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Conclusions:
The measurements taken after a session with the iQube provided scientific proof that the stress 
levels were reduced, and emotional and energy fields increased after the therapy.  All of the 
four subjects participating in the pilot study showed noticeable energetic improvements, as is 
summarized in the chart.  Despite the fact that the data was collected at a well-attended 
Energy conference, as opposed to ideal research conditions, the results obtained from the pilot 
study were still significant.    

The subjects may have also further improved over time, but this measurement was not taken.

Recommendations:
The pilot study should be expanded as a formal study using a larger sample size as well as a 
control group.  Measurements should be made before, shortly after, and again at least 1-2 hours 
after using the iQube in a quiet, clinical setting.  Measurements should also be made over a 
sustained time interval to measure the long-term efficacy of the therapy. 

Further, additional comparative studies should be taken measuring the effects of using 
comparable scalar or other energy balancing therapies 

Comparative studies of this depth would provide significant validation in marketing and 
promoting the healing and balancing energy received from using the iQube!

Warm Regards,
CEO, GDVsource
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